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WHAT IT SAYS ON THE TIN
What is IPSO?
IPSO is the independent regulator for the newspaper and magazine
industry in the UK. We hold newspapers and magazines to account for
their actions, protect individual rights, uphold high standards of
journalism and help to maintain freedom of expression for the press.

WHAT DOES IPSO CLAIM TO DO?
• We make sure that newspapers and magazines follow the Editors’
Code
• We investigate complaints about printed and online material that
may breach the Editors’ Code
• We can make newspapers and magazines publish corrections or
adjudications if they breach the Editors’ Code (including on their
front page)
• We can investigate serious standards failings and can fine
publishers up to £1 million where they are particularly serious and
systematic

THE SORRY HISTORY OF PRESS SELF
REGULATION
•

General Council formed in 1953 under threat of statutory regulation

•

Its stated aim was maintaining high standards of ethics in
journalism

• V1 did not work
•

General Council was reformed as the Press Council in 1962

•

In the late 80’s several newspapers breached the standards set by
the Press Council, which was obviously ineffective

• V2 did not work

THE SORRY HISTORY OF PRESS SELF
REGULATION
•

In 1990, the Calcutt Report concluded that a new voluntary body
should be given 18 months to prove its effectiveness

•

The Report stated that if the voluntary body failed, it should be
replaced by a legally empowered body

•

This led to the creation of the Press Complaints Commission

•

The Culture, Media & Sport Select Committee described the PCC
as “toothless”

•

MPs described it as “well meaning, but a joke”, and about as much
use as a “chocolate teapot”

THE SORRY HISTORY OF PRESS SELF
REGULATION
•

Secret filming caught by journalists saying things like “The PCC is
run by the newspaper editors”, “getting a PCC isn’t great, but, a lot
of papers just brush it aside, all it is is a little apology somewhere in
the paper, you get a slap on the wrist, you get reported by the PCC
but there’s no money”

•

The PCC also conducted what it described as an “investigation” into
phone hacking which turned out to comprise of writing to News
International to ask if it had done it. It cleared the newspapers group
on the strength of its denial

• V3 did not work

THE CREATION OF IPSO
•

IPSO started in the same offices and with many of the same staff as
the PCC in September 2014

•

It was set up by the Press, which recognised that the only important
issue arising from the Leveson inquiry was that the Press industry
maintained the right to mark its own homework

•

Leveson’s recommendations overwhelmingly accepted by
Parliament and the public as a whole; but were vigorously opposed,
which filled their pages with false claims that it would amount to
State censorship

•

IPSO is neither Leveson compliant, nor has it sought to be
approved by the Press Recognition Panel

• V4 is not working either

HOW IS IPSO DOING?
•

It has conducted no investigations

•

It has issued no fines

•

Its adjudications often come months late, and are of dubious
credibility

•

Its record on prominence is as lamentable as that of the PCC

•

It has ordered no front page corrections

•

Its claim to be “independent” is therefore manifestly untrue

IPSO’S FRONT PAGE POLICY
A newspaper's front page is a means for an editor to convey to readers
what they consider to be the main news stories of the day. Front pages
are therefore an important forum for editorial expression. Publication
of a correction, or a reference to a correction on the front page, is an
interference with this. In applying the 'due prominence' requirement
proportionately, the Committee therefore considers that front page
corrections, or references to corrections, should only be required in the
most serious cases, especially where a paper has an established
corrections column.

IPSO’S FRONT PAGE POLICY
•

Reference to the correction is a small strip at the foot of the page,
legible only by a buyer of the paper, as is the correction

•

It is therefore of virtually no practical use to ensure that anything
like the same number of readers of the offending article

•

The best place for a paper to breach the Code is therefore on the
front page because there is no risk that it will be asked to correct
misleading articles published there

UNIQUE NATURE AND IMPACT OF THE
FRONT PAGE
•

Read in hard copy form at railway stations, tube stations, petrol
stations, newsagents, supermarkets, and the IPSO waiting room

•

Held up on television cameras on late evening and early morning
news programmes

•

Read out by radio presenters on evening and morning programmes

•

On news apps and via social media

•

It is therefore read by tens of millions who would never read the
paper itself

•

As is its purpose – an advertisement to induce people to buy it

IPSO’S ABUSE OF ARTICLE 10
1. (i) Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall
include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart
information and ideas …
(ii) The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties
and responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions,
restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and necessary in
a democratic society, …

COMPETING INTERESTS IN PLAY OVER
PROMINENCE
•

The newspaper

•

The complainant

•

The general public

•

The interests of the paper are always given precedence by IPSO despite its claim to be "independent"

•

When that is applied to front page corrections, it renders the IPSO
remedy virtually useless

WHY DOES ALL THIS MATTER?
Defamation Act 2013, section 1
Serious harm
(1)A statement is not defamatory unless its publication has caused or
is likely to cause serious harm to the reputation of the claimant.
(2)For the purposes of this section, harm to the reputation of a body
that trades for profit is not “serious harm” unless it has caused or is
likely to cause the body serious financial loss.
What about Lachaux?

WHY DOES ALL THIS MATTER?
Defamation Act 2013, section 4
Publication on a matter of public interest
It is a defence to an action for defamation for the Defendant to show
that –
(a) the statement was, or forms part of, a statement on a matter of
public interest; and
(b) the Defendant reasonably believed that publishing the statement
complained of was in the public interest.

THE KEY SECTIONS OF THE IPSO CODE
1. Accuracy
(i) The Press must take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading or
distorted information or images, including headlines not supported
by the text.
(ii) A significant inaccuracy, misleading statement or distortion must be
corrected, promptly and with due prominence, …
In theory this should provide an effective remedy for all the erroneous
or mendacious output of the press which cannot be addressed under
the current state of the law

THE KEY SECTIONS OF THE IPSO CODE
2. Privacy
(i) Everyone is entitled to respect for his or her private family life, home,
health and correspondence, including digital communications.
(ii) Editors will be expected to justify intrusions into any individual's private life
without consent. In considering an individual's reasonable expectation of
privacy, account will be taken of the complainant's own public disclosures
of information and extent to which the material complained about is
already in the public domain.

[subject to a Public Interest exception]

SO HOW DOES IPSO WORK?
•

Though it will not tackle a news story prior to publication, it will send out
"advisories"

•

Complaints must be made within four months of publication (unless a very
good reason is given for delay)

•

Entire process is by an exchange of correspondence

•

Initially, you are supposed to try to resolve your complaint with the paper
directly

•

If that fails, then IPSO begins an "investigation"

•

During this time it will try and broker a settlement

•

If it does, then it will record this as a resolved complaint on its website

•

If not, then it will adjudicate the complaint

•

The process can take up to 18 months

•

Papers are obliged to publish adverse adjudications

IF IT IS SO BAD, WHY USE IPSO?
•

No option in the absence of a legal (defamation, breach of confidence or
DPA) claim

•

A useful opportunity to have a dry run for a legal claim

•

A newspaper has during the course of the process to disclose material
which would be relevant in a legal claim

•

A favourable adjudication is a good jump-off point for a legal claim

•

The process is a recommended part of the Defamation Pre-Action Protocol

WHAT CAN I DO IF IPSO LETS MY CLIENT
DOWN?
•

If there is a viable legal action, then reverse any adverse IPSO adjudication
that way

•

IPSO probably not susceptible to judicial review (Coulter [2018] EWHC 919
(QB))

•

Make a procedure appeal – almost certainly useless

•

A suggestion about what should happen

LOOKING AHEAD
•

The Press has succeeded in browbeating governments out of ensuring effective press
regulation for 65 years - that is unlikely to change

•

It is hard to see IMPRESS being any more than a bit player in the future

•

The Guardian and Financial Times are unlikely to join IPSO or IMPRESS - both for
different reasons

•

Since newspapers such as the Daily Mail and Mail on Sunday are effectively
broadcasters, what justification is there for their being regulated differently from ITV?

•

The IPSO Code is broadly fit for purpose; the problem is IPSO's manifest failure to
enforce it.

•

If the Supreme Court upholds the Lachaux appeal then there will be an even more gaping
hole in the law of defamation as any corrective to Press abuse

•

However, at present, we still are at the mercy of powerful newspaper groups as the Press
tail continues to wag the political dog

•

IPSO is better than nothing, but frequently fails to provide adequate protection for
reputation or the correction of untruths because of it patent lack of independence
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